
Chisholm trail 2018 long range competitions update. 

 

Hello everyone and welcome to the update for the Long Range competitions at ChisholmTrail 

2019. 

There will be a practice session on the afternoon of Sunday the 29/09/19 on the 500 metre 

range. Hopefully you should be able to get plenty of practice shots in so you will have sight 

settings for the competition. 

 The competition programme will follow the same format as last year with the Buffalo Hunter 

in smokeless and black to be shot on the Monday morning and the Lever Action Rifle calibre 

in the afternoon. The new targets used last year will be used again this year. The Lever 

Action Rifle will be shot over a maximum range of 250 metres this year, first ten rounds 

offhand with the last ten rounds shot supported. 

The round count for the Buffalo Hunter is 20 rounds for both black and smokeless. Lever 

Action Rifle is 20 rounds. 

The round count for the Quigley Qualifier and Bodine Challenge will again be seven shots. 

Two of the shots will be sighters with 5 rounds to count for your score. After you have fired 

your seven shots you will have the choice of discarding the first two shots or the last two shots 

that you fired. You could also discard the first and last shots. This will be explained in more 

detail at the match. Your score will be worked out on your best string of five shots. 

Every effort will be made to accommodate people who are sharing firearms. Every effort will 

be made to keep the match flowing smoothly, especially the Bodine and Quigley.  

Last year the only competition shot on the Tuesday afternoon was the Plainsman Match 

which does not have a large number of competitors so in response to discussions last year 

there will be a long range match held on the 500 metre range on Tuesday afternoon. Details of 

the actual competition will be posted on the notice board at the complex on Monday afternoon.   

Regards, Cisco. 

Email  shelby66@skymesh.com.au 

Web site    australiansingleactionshooting.com.au 

 

http://australiansingleactionshooting.com.au/

